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Abstract
In standard point-based methods, the depth measurements of the point features suffer from noise, which will lead to incorrect global
structure of the environment. This paper presents a submap joining based SLAM with an RGB-D camera by introducing planes as
well as points as features. There are two steps of this method: submap building and submap joining. Several adjacent keyframes,
with the corresponding small patches, visual feature points, and planes observed from these keyframes, are used to build a submap.
We fuse the submaps into a global map in a sequential fashion, such that, the global structure is recovered gradually through
plane feature associations and optimization. We also show that the proposed algorithm can handle plane association problem
incrementally in submap level, as the plane covariance can be obtained in each submap. The use of submap significantly reduces
the computational cost during the optimization process, without losing any information about planes. The proposed method is
validated using both publicly available RGB-D benchmarks and datasets collected by ourselves. The algorithm can produce good
quality trajectories and 3D models on these challenging datasets, which are difficult for existing RGB-D SLAM or SFM algorithms.
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1. Introduction
The RGB-D camera is a promising tool for 3D reconstruction
in indoor environment. This consumer-level camera combines a
depth camera and an RGB camera, i.e., for every frame, there is
an RGB image and a depth image. Compared to laser scanners,
the camera is cheaper, more flexible and can be easily deployed
in indoor environments.
The RGB-D camera has been utilized in robotics for Simul-
taneously Localization and Mapping (SLAM) research. But to
the best of our knowledge, building a high-quality indoor map
in real-time is still challenging. The standard method of RGB-D
SLAM is the point-based method [19, 6]. The point features are
extracted from RGB images using visual feature extractor and
matched between different frames using corresponding feature
descriptors. The difference with monocular SLAM is that the
depth image provides a depth measurement of the visual point
feature. This measurement can solve the scale ambiguity prob-
lem in pure image-based 3D reconstruction. As a benefit of the
depth measurements, the RGB-D 3D reconstruction optimiza-
tion algorithms can easily converge. However, the depth mea-
surement provided by the depth image is very noisy, the batch
optimization algorithm will be easily trapped to a local mini-
mum. For this reason, obtaining a consistent global structure
over a long sequence of RGB-D images is nearly impossible by
directly applying the traditional methods.
What’s more, point-based SLAM has poor performance un-
der texture-less areas. In fact, these areas are mostly planes,
which provide useful information of the structure. There are
many researches utilizing planes in the literature. CPA-SLAM
[17] modeled the environment with a global model consisting
of planes, which reduces the drift along with direct image align-
ment. In their optimization, two types of residuals are defined,
one is the distance between points, and the other is the distance
from points to the global plane when the points are detected
on a plane. This kind of residuals may suffer from the noise
of depth images. Kintinuous [31] and Elastic fusion [32] did
not used planes explicitly. Instead, they used a frame-to-model
strategy to overcome drift. Though providing large-scale dense
mapping, these two methods still have drift when recovering
global structures because the plane structure is not utilized in
the global model, as shown in the results from Section 5. Dense
planar SLAM [27] used planes as a representation of the model;
however, the planes are not included in the state vector for op-
timization.
Planes are also explored for different applications and with
various sensors. Plane-primitives were applied to provide ro-
bust odometry for RGB-D cameras [24]. A novel closed-form
algorithm was presented in [23] to estimate the motion and
piecewise-planar reconstruction in a stereo rig. Recent research
used planes to improve the accuracy of monocular SLAM.
Pop-up SLAM [35] used deep convolutional networks to de-
tect planes in images and demonstrated that this kind of struc-
tures could enhance both state estimation and dense mapping,
especially in texture-less environments. In [9], a structured
learning algorithm was proposed to fit the reconstructed model
to the “box” structure of the room following the perspective
cues. Parallel and orthogonal walls were applied to improve the
odometry of the camera [28]. In monocular scenery, the plane
structure of the environment is difficult to detect, and these ap-
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proaches can only be used in limited scenes under some restric-
tive conditions.
Besides SLAM, there are also offline reconstruction meth-
ods that use planes as extra information in their formulation.
In [7], the authors proposed a fine-to-coarse global registra-
tion method. In particular, the plane association windows in-
crease gradually during iterations and cover the whole sequence
at the end of the algorithm, which is so-called hierarchy opti-
mization. As all the cost functions are computed in each step,
a huge amount of computation resources and memory are re-
quired in this method. Their experiments report that a 128G
RAM is used, and many computations are required for a typi-
cal sequence of RGB-D images. In [33], they made use of the
labeled objects in the environment to guide the optimization
and thus obtain a better global registration. In this method, us-
ing the limit extent of one object as constraint can significantly
reduce drift and improve the global registration. However la-
beling objects manually for video sequences is exhausting and
costly. Different scenes should be labeled separately and the
labels cannot be reused in other future scenes.
Though aforementioned methods utilize planes in their al-
gorithm, the problems are not solved. As there is no appro-
priate plane descriptor, like Scale-Invariant Feature Transform
(SIFT) [16] for points, plane data association remains a diffi-
cult topic. Our method associates planes between submaps as
the algorithm can provide plane parameter covariance in each
submap. Submap based approaches have been used in building
large scale map in feature-based SLAM [20, 12, 36]. Tectonic
SAM algorithm [20] proposed an efficient submap based ap-
proach, in which a divide-and-conquer way was used to fuse
the submap into the global map. Sparse Local Submap Joining
Filter (SLSJF) [12] presented a canonical and efficient submap
joining algorithm that makes use of consistent local submaps to
build large-scale feature-based maps. They explored the sparse
structure together with a novel state vector and applied a co-
variance submatrix recovery technique. In [36], they proved
that the submap joining problem could be formulated as a lin-
ear least squares problem, and thus can be solved with a closed-
form solution. All these methods used points as features.
In this paper, we propose a submap joining based 3D recon-
struction algorithm using both points and planes as features,
which is more efficient than batch offline 3D reconstruction and
more accurate than existing RGB-D SLAM algorithms. We
compared our method with the state-of-art approaches using
several publicly available challenging datasets and also data
collected from our robot platform, which demonstrate the im-
provements of our method in terms of the quality of both tra-
jectory and 3D reconstruction model.
This paper builds on the previous preliminary work [30] with
the following major improvements: (1) A novel and effective
plane parameterization on manifold is proposed in our methods,
which is illustrated in Section 2; (2) A precise submap gen-
erating method is proposed using points, patches and planes.
Patches and planes are more resistant to the depth measure-
ments noise, and thus can produce a more accurate submap
than that from only points. This is described in Section 3; (3)
A novel submap joining method using both points and planes
as features are proposed. The new way dealing with planes
is proved to be much more efficient than the hierarchical style
plane utilization [7]. Meanwhile, our formulation can also pro-
duce a fine-to-coarse effect on the final registration result. Sec-
tion 4 presents the details of this method; (4) An improved al-
gorithm and the evaluation on more challenging datasets.
The paper is organized as follows: The proposed method is
described in Section 2, 3 and 4. Specifically, this comprises
the plane parametrization in Section 2, local map building in
Section 3 and local map joining in Section 4. Section 5 presents
experiments and results. Section 6 concludes the paper with
future directions.
2. A Novel Plane Parametrization
A standard representation of an infinite plane is a four-
element vector π = [π1, π2, π3, π4], where πn = [π1, π2, π3] is
the normal vector of the plane, πd = π4 is the distance between
the plane and the origin of the coordinate system. As a plane
has three DOF (Degree Of Freedom), the above parameteriza-
tion is overparameterized.
Overparametrization makes the information matrix rank-
deficient, which will lead to a singularity problem in Gauss-
Newton (GN) optimization. An additional constraint is usually





3 = 1 (1)
which makes the normal vector unit.
Note that the unit normal vector can be presented by an az-
imuth angle φ and an altitude angle θ in the spherical coordinate
system:
π1 = sin(φ) cos(θ)
π2 = sin(θ)
π3 = cos(φ) cos(θ)
(2)
This formulation turns the four-parameter representation of a
plane into three-parameter one, which is a minimal representa-
tion, and is preferred in most of the situations. However, we find
that this minimal representation makes the convergence signif-
icantly slow and not converge to the global minimum even in
the simplest case. The following simulation will analyze the
phenomenon. N random points pi (i = 1, 2, ...,N) on a plane π
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i ] is the i-th point. π4 is in Euclidean space
and our interest in this paper lies on the first three parameters
[π1, π2, π3] of the plane. Without losing generality and for easier
illustration, we fix the parameter π4 to be a constant all the time.













where πc4 is a constant number (π
c
4 is set to 1 in the simula-
tion). The ground truth of θ, φ are set to θg, φg. As shown in
Figure 1, the range of θ and φ are set to [θg − π/4, θg + π/4]
and [φg −π/4, φg +π/4]. The aim of the optimization algorithm
is to find a minimum objective function value under such pa-
rameterization. However, the shape of the objective function is
close to an inverted mountain range, and there are so many local
minima that the optimization algorithm will not find the global
minimum easily. We apply GN algorithm and present the re-
sult in Table 1. The algorithm always converges to some local
minimum if some small noise is added to the initial value. The
results reported in Table 1 agrees with the objective function
surfaces shown in Figure 1(a) and (b). To solve the problem,
we proposed a novel plane parameterization method based on
the manifold. The key idea is that we still use four parameters
[π1, π2, π3, π4] to present a plane π, but the plane is updated us-
ing three parameters, which is essentially a minimal represen-
tation. For simplicity, the fourth parameter π4 is left out in later
discussion. The following equations give the details about the
proposed parameterization. Let the two-elements update vec-
tor be u ∈ R2, the symbol superscribe ∨ be a skew-symmetric
mapping as
m∨ =
 0 −m3 m2m3 0 −m1
−m2 m1 0
 (5)
In iterated optimization methods, such as GN or LevenbergMar-
quardt (LM), the update vector is added to the currently esti-
mated state vector. In traditional Euclidean space, the update
vector is added by a standard addition “+“. In our case, the
parameters are defined on the manifold, and a special plus op-
erator ⊕ is defined for the optimization algorithm.
u ⊕ iπn = exp((g(u)u)∨)(iπn) (6)
where iπn is the normal part of the reference plane, u is the
small update vector, jπn is the updated normal, function g(u)
maps update value u ∈ R2 to g(u) ∈ R3×2. Note that g(u) is not
unique and we proposed one g(u) as the null space of the small
normal vector:
g(u) = N((sin(u1)cos(u2), sin(u2), cos(u1)sin(u2))T ) (7)
where N is the null space function. As rank(u) = 1, its null
space will be N ∈ R3×2.
As shown in Figure 1(c) and (d), the same dataset is applied
using our proposed parametrization. The two horizontal axis
are π2 and π3, the vertical axis is the total cost function values.
Note that as space is limited, variable π1 is not drawn. There is
no ambiguity because our parametrization makes sure that ev-
ery new estimated vector [π1, π2, π3] is a unit vector. Compared
with Figure 1(a) and (b), our objective function surface is more
like an inverted mountain peak. Any optimization algorithm
will find the global minimum very efficiently.
From Table 1, we can see that the proposed parametrization
converges to the global minimum in all of the test cases, the
convergence property is much better than the minimal repre-
sentation, which is easily trapped by the local minimum prob-
lem. Moreover, the proposed parametrization is free of any con-
straints like Equation (1), and thus can be solved using standard
GN optimization algorithms.
3. Submap Generating
In the mainstream of our algorithm, there are two distinct
steps; one is building submaps based on the keyframes, the
other is fusing the submap into global map sequentially. As
submap is designed to be built from the local environment, for
example on a few keyframes and all the information can be pro-
cessed in real time, the submap should be as precise as possi-
ble. As shown in Figure 2, three kinds of information are ex-
tracted from the input images: feature points, small patches,
and planes. In the following sections, we will give a detailed
illustration of information extraction, data association, and op-
timization.
3.1. Point feature extraction
In the field of Computer Vision, various feature extraction
methods are proposed, for example, Speeded Up Robust Fea-
tures (SURF) [2], SIFT [16]. SIFT is famous because it is ro-
bust in scale and light invariance for long base-line image pairs.
SURF improves the speed of feature extraction process, but it
is still challenging to be used it in a real-time application with
low computation capacity. [26] proposed Oriented fast and Ro-
tated Brief (ORB) by combining Fast corner detection [25] and
Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features (BRIEF) de-
scriptor [3], and achieved a better result regarding efficiency
and accuracy. ORB is especially suitable for movable platforms
and real-time applications, where computation resource is lim-
ited. As we are towards a real-time algorithm, ORB is applied
to detect visual features in RGB images. Figure 3(a) shows one
input RGB image. ORB visual features are detected and high-
lighted with the green crosses in Figure 3(c).
3.2. Patch extraction
In submap generating, small patches are utilized to contribute
to registration and combat noises in depth images. A patch is
a small plane structure in a 3D point cloud. As the patch is
fitted from a set of points, it is more accurate and robust than
single depth measurement. As shown in Figure 3(d), patches
are extracted from the depth images. Algorithm 1 presents the
patch extraction algorithm, the input of the algorithm is a depth
image, the output is a set of small patches. First, we divide the
depth image into sgrid×sgrid grid cell uniformly. Then RANdom
SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) fitting algorithm is applied to
extract the plane coefficients for each grid cell separately with
a threshold T′τ controlling the distance and Tτ controlling the
minimal number of inliers. If the patch is confirmed, an an-
chor point and plane coefficients are selected to identify a patch.
The center point of the small patch is regarded as the anchor.
As shown in Figure 3, the patches are extracted from the input
depth image.
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Figure 1: Objective function surface. The objective function values are evaluated on a various combinations of parameters. (a) Objective function from the minimal
parametrization of a plane. (b) Project the objective values of (a) to 2D. (c) Objective function from the proposed parameterization of a plane. (d) Project the






Minimal π/8 e-3 Yes 15
Proposed π/8 e-20 Yes 4
Minimal π/4 e-2 Yes 18
Proposed π/4 e-20 Yes 5
Table 1: Convergence comparison of the two parameterizations of planes in five runs
3.3. Plane extraction
Though there are several plane extraction methods in the lit-
erature [10, 34, 21], we proposed a novel hierarchical clustering
method to achieve this job. There are two reasons for this: one
is extracting multiple planes from noisy depth image (or point
cloud) is non-trivial and cost a lot of computation resources,
the other is we have already extracted middle-level patches and
a plane can be regarded as a set of patches that lies on the same
plane. The proposed hierarchical clustering method explores
the distance relationship between the patches. Patches on the
same plane will be clustered into one class based on the hierar-
chical tree structure.
Distance matrix computing. Compared with extracting
planes on the dense point clouds, clustering on sparse patches
requires less computation, because there are only a few hun-
dreds of patches, but 640 × 480 points in one depth image.
What’s more, patches already contains both location and ori-
entation information about the point cloud. In most of the plane
segmentation algorithms, there should be an external normal
computation step before any further processing. The input of
the proposed plane extraction algorithm (Algorithm 2) is a set
of patches. The outputs are multiple planes. Firstly, a dis-
tance matrix is computed between each pair of the patches. Let
τia ∈ R3 and τ
j
a ∈ R3 be the anchor points, τin ∈ R3 and τ
j
n ∈ R3
be the normals of i-th and j-th patches. A distance dτi, j between
two patches is defined as:











where (τia − τ
j
a)Tτin is actually a projection distance between the
difference of anchor points and one patch normal. If τi and τ j
share the same plane, the distance will be equal to zero. Note
that though there are a few hundreds of patches in one frame,
not all of them share the same plane. When computing the dis-
tance, we first compare the fourth parameter of the two patches’
coefficients, if the difference exceeds a threshold the distance
is set to a large value (larger than threshold T′′τ ) and can avoid
most of the computations of Equation (8). The fourth parameter
τd of the patch’s coefficients is the distance between the patch
and the origin of the coordinate system in the local frame.
Hierarchical tree construction. The clustering tree is con-
structed hierarchically. In the first level, each patch is assigned
to its own cluster, which means each cluster contains only one
patch. Then find the closest pair of clusters and merge them
into a single cluster. We use a maximum patch distance as the
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Figure 2: An overview of how submaps are built. The input of submap is several adjacent keyframes with points, patches, and planes. An optimization algorithm is
applied to this information based on the energy functions defined in Section 3.6.
Figure 3: Feature extraction from RGB and depth image. (a) RGB image. (b) Depth image. (c) Feature points are extracted from the RGB image. (d) Patches are
detected in each grid cell from the depth image. (e) The patches are then hierarchically clustered to generate large planes.
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Algorithm 1: Patch extraction from the depth image
Input: A depth image ID
Output: A set of patches ζ
Divide the depth image into sgrid × sgrid grid cells
uniformly.
for i=1;i ≤ sgrid × sgrid;i + + do
Project the pixels in the grid cell to 3D points set Γp
for j = 1; j ≤ nransac; j + + do
Pick up three points in points set Γp: p1, p2, p3
Generate two vectors from the points
v1 = [p1 − p2], v2 = [p1 − p3]
Compute the null space v3 for [vT1 , v2]
Assign the normal of patch τn = v3
Compute the forth paramter of patch τd = |pT1 τn|
while loop over each point pk in Γp do
Compute d = |pTk τn + τd |
if d < T′τ then
ninlier ← ninlier + 1
end
end
if ninliersgrid×sgrid > Tτ then
Calculate the anchor points for the patch
Refine the patch parameters using all the
inlier points in Γp





cluster distance in computing the distance between clusters. As
all the patch distances have been stored in the distance matrix,
this process is very fast. Repeat the merging until the cluster
distance is larger than threshold T′′τ . Figure 4 presents how the
patches are merged according to the patch-to-patch distance hi-
erarchically.
Each cluster contains the patches from the same planes. GN
algorithm is applied to each cluster of patches and compute the
coefficients of each plane. The objective function is defined as
the sum of distances between patch anchors to the plane. The
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Σ (9)
where πn is the normal parameter, πd is the distance parameter
of the plane π, nτ is the number of the patches in one cluster
(one plane), τia is the anchor point of i-th patch.
3.4. Data association
Data association is a process that identifies the same feature
between two or more frames, in our case, it is the process that
finds the corresponding visual points, patches, and planes in
sequential images.
As the visual point features come with a position and a de-
scriptor, which can be used to match two sets of points. In
Algorithm 2: Plane extraction algorithm based on hier-
archical clustering
Input: A set of patches ζτ in one depth image
Output: A set of planes ζπ
Compute distance matrix
Set each patch as a cluster
while number of cluster ncluster > 1 and the closest
distance dmin < Tπ do
Merge the two closest clusters
Update distance matrix
end
foreach Patches in one cluster do
Fit a plane using the merge function in Equation (9)
end
our experiments, we use point feature descriptors to initialize
the matching and apply RANSAC to detect the outliers. With
the matched visual point features, a rough relative pose can be
computed using 3D feature measurements from both RGB and
depth image. Unfortunately, patches and plane features have no
feature descriptors, but only geometry features. In our study,
the following methods are proposed to help to find the corre-
spondences for patches and planes.
Patch association Suppose patches τli, (i = 1, 2, 3, ...) are
from l-th frame, τl+1j , ( j = 1, 2, 3, ...) are from (l + 1)-th frame.
For comparison under a common coordinates, patches τl+1j are






where lτl+1j are the transformed patches, Tl+1 ∈ S E(3) and
Tl ∈ S E(3) are the poses of l-th and (l + 1)-th frames, function
H transforms the plane parameters from local to global coor-
dinates. Then a KD-tree is constructed using the anchor points
from patches τlj. KD-tree builds a spatial index over the 3D
anchor points. With the spatial index, we can search the near-
est neighbor patches with little computational cost. For every
patch in lτl+1j , a KD-tree search request is made using the patch
anchor, and n′τ nearest candidate patches returned. Note that n
′
τ
pair of patches are only close in anchor positions but contain no
information about normal directions. Thus there is no guaran-
tee that they are close in patch-to-patch distance as expressed in
Equation (8). So the patch distance from Equation (8) is applied
on the n′τ pair of patches. The minimal patch distance is com-
pared with a threshold; if the distance is smaller than the thresh-
old, then the patch pair is regarded as corresponding patches on
the two frame. This procedure is similar to the point-to-plane
ICP method.
Plane association. Like the first step in patch association,
all the planes are transformed into a common coordinate frame.
Let πlj be the planes in l-th frame,
lπl+1j be the transformed
planes from (l + 1)-th frame. For simplicity, we leave out the
subscribe and superscribe, and let π′ and π
′′
be the pair of planes
to be evaluated.
From Section 3.3, we obtain the plane estimation π by GN
algorithm, and every estimation has an information matrix Iπ ∈
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Figure 4: Plane extraction from a set of input patches using hierarchical clustering algorithm.
R. The Mahanolabis distance can be defined as:








Let the covariance matrix be Σπ, which is the inverse of the in-
formation matrix. From Cholesky decomposition, we can find
a matrix C, which satisfies
Σπ = CCT (12)
Let
y = C−1(π′ − π′′) (13)
If π′ and π′′ are the same plane, y will follow a standard Gaus-
sian distribution and the distance in Equation (11) become







we can see that the defined distance follows a χ2 distribution
with k = 4. Thus a constant threshold is chosen to validate if
two planes are the same feature. The threshold is a validation
gate, which is a region of acceptance such that 100(1−a)% true
correspondence are rejected. In our experiments, we choose the
confidence level a to be 0.95.
3.5. Uncertainty analysis of points, patches and planes
There are two sources of uncertainties, one is the RGB im-
age, the other is depth image. The visual features in RGB im-
age are relatively stable and the variance of them is usually re-
garded as one pixel. In this study, we pay more attention to
the uncertainty from the noisy depth image. [14] calibrated the
RGB-D camera and gave an uncertainty model for the depth








where f is the focal length of the IR camera, b is the baseline
between IR projector and receiver, σ′c is a parameter related
with of RGB-D camera device.












In the covariance matrix, we already know the element σz. The
relationship between 3D points in local frame and image pixels








where d = z in RGB-D case, fx and fy are the focal length,
cx and cy are the principle points of the RGB camera. From
Equation (17), we have the relationship between x, y, z and u, v.
Usually σu = 1, σv = 1, and we suppose that u and v are
independent variables. We can define the variance of x and y as
follows
σ2x =










and σxz, σyz, σxy as








σxy = σyx =
(u − cx)(v − cy)
fx fy
(19)
The generation of patch relies on the 3D points. Suppose patch
τi is generated from np points [p1, p2, ...pnp ]. The uncertainty
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of the center point and the parameters for a patch is computed.
The parameters of a patch are solved by GN iteration. So the
covariance of the parameters of a patch can be given by
Pτ = (JTτ ΣτJτ)
−1 (20)
The Jacobian matrix Jτ is evaluated at the last iteration step. For
the covariance of center points, the mean of all the covariance
of the points is regarded as the covariance of the center point of
the patch.
3.6. Optimization for one submap
Data extraction and association for the submap have been il-
lustrated from Section 3.1 to 3.4. In this section, we will de-
scribe how to recover the camera poses and feature variables
with all these information.
The common representations for camera rotation matrix in-
clude rotation matrices, quaternions, angle-axis representation
or yaw-pith-roll Euler angles. The rotation has 3 DOF, any
representations that use more than three parameters are over-
parameterization. According to this, 9-elements rotation matrix
and 4-elements quaternions are over-parameterization. The Eu-
ler angles are minimal representations and used extensively in
the literature. However, there is a typical issue known as “gim-
ble lock“. Moreover, in map joining, a wrap on the three angles
should be applied in every iteration, as the updated angle may
exceed a predefined interval, for example [−π, π]. We apply
S O(3) Lie group to represent the rotation matrix to avoid these
issues. A S O(3) group is a special orthogonal group that fits
the properties of a rotation matrix, and at the same time keep
many properties from Lie group. The S O(3) group has an as-
sociated so(3) algebra, which is the tangent space around the
identity element of the group. In our optimization, the three-
element vector so(3) acts as the state vector. The so(3) can be
transformed to S O(3) group using a symmetric skew operator
followed by an exponential map, which will be defined in the
following sections.
3.6.1. Energy function
Energy term on point features. A 3D point feature is mea-
sured as a pixel location (u, v) from the RGB image, and a depth
value d from the depth image. As there are many outliers in the
visual point matches, and the depth value suffers from noise,
a robust Huber cost function is applied to filter these outliers.
A standard reprojection error between matched 3D points p in






ρ(||(ui, vi, di) − P(Rl pi + T l)||2Σp ) (21)
where ρ is the robust Huber cost function and Σp is the covari-
ance matrix associated with the scale of the visual feature points
and depth measurements. In our experiments, u and v are con-
sidered as independent and assigned one-pixel variance. The
depth value has a unit of meter, so a relatively large weight is
Figure 5: The geospatial relationship between two associated patches τli, τ
l+1
i
from the l-th and (l + 1)-th frame. τla,i and τ
l+1
a,i are the anchor points, τ
l
n,i is the
patch normal. FunctionD is the distance that will be minimized in optimization
as defined in Equation (23)
assigned to it. Projection function P takes a 3D local coordi-
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 (22)
where fx, fy, cx, cy are the focal length and principal points of
the camera. In our study, these intrinsic parameters are assumed
to be known from calibration.
Energy term on small patches. The basic idea of utilizing
these small patches is doing a 3D registration in a patch-based
ICP style. A rough pose estimation from points provides ini-
tial values for the patch associations. This kind of registration
utilizes the small patch coefficients fitted from the depth values,
rather than the point clouds transformed from the depth images,
the later usually suffer from much noise from the sensor itself.
As shown in Figure 5, two associated patches from two
frames should be coplanar in the global frame. The distance
function D will be zero if the poses are adjusted to be perfect.
We define an error term as follows to minimize the distance be-












l − Rl+1τl+1a,i − T
l+1)TRl+1τl+1n,i ||Στ )
(23)
where Rl, Rl+1 are the rotation matrix, T l, T l+1 are the trans-
lation vectors, τla,i, τ
l+1
a,i are the anchor points on i-th corre-
sponding patches, τln,i, τ
l+1
n,i are the normal vectors on the I-th
corresponding patches of the l-th and (l + 1)-th frames, nτ is
the number of corresponding patches between the two frames.
Briefly, this term measures the patch-to-patch distance between
the anchor points along patch normals. During iterations of the
optimization algorithm, the correspondences of patches will be
updated according to the current estimated pose of the two adja-
cent frames. Ideally, the distance vector of anchor points should
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Figure 6: The geospatial relationship between a plane and associated patches
{τ1, τ2...τi...} from different frames. Anchor points form these patches should
be on the plane π.
be exactly vertical with each normal of the patches, and the
residual error will be zero in such case. In practice, the opti-
mization algorithm tries to adjust the camera pose to make the
two vectors as vertical as possible. Note that in the cost func-
tion in Equation (23), the camera poses are the only variables
and the coefficients of the patches are considered as constants.
Energy term on planes with patches. In this part, we de-
scribe the relationship between planes and small patches. In a
local submap, there are nk keyframes, and a plane can be ob-
served by n′k (n
′
k <= nk) keyframes. The association relation-
ship has been identified in plane extraction and data associa-
tion sections (Section 3.3 and 3.4). If a plane π is observed by
keyframe F , the plane is then associated with the patches from
the cluster of that frame. The plane coefficients are optimized
using the fact that patches on different keyframes are on the
same plane, as shown in Figure 6. An energy term is defined to






ρ(||(Rlτa,i + T l)πn + πd ||2Στi )
(24)
where πn is the normal part and πd is the distance part of the
plane coefficients. This geometric error between patches and
plane is minimized, aiming at obtaining the plane coefficients.
As the benefits of the proposed plane parameterization, we do
not need to add additional constraints to make the plane repre-
sentation unique.
Finally, all the constraints within a submap are put together
to optimize, and the following objective function is defined
EMs = WpEp + WτEτ + WπEπ (25)
where the three terms are from point features, small patches,
and planes detected and associated within a submap, the weight
parameters Wp,Wτ,Wπ will be illustrated in the experiment sec-
tion. The problem is optimized using GN method. The output
of submap is the optimal solution of the state vector and infor-
mation matrix as defined by
(X̂L, IL) (26)
where X̂L (the superscript “L” stands for the local submap) is an
estimate of the state vector

















and IL is the corresponding information matrix, which is com-
puted using the estimated variables in the last iteration. The
state vector contains the camera final pose XLc (the subscript
“c” stands for the camera), point features XLp and the plane
coefficients XLπ . Since only a few poses, and the points and
planes observed by these poses, are included in a submap, the
convergence of the optimization is very fast and stable. This
makes the real-time implementation possible. The information
from patches and planes contributes to the estimation of camera
poses.
3.6.2. Detailed formulation and solving
For a more detailed illustration about how to solve the above
local submap generating problem, the following factor graph
formulation is provided to estimate the random variables of
camera poses, points and planes, given the measurements from
previous sections. A factor graph is used to present the esti-
mation problem as a graphical model [15]. In our factor graph,
variable nodes include poses T , points p, and planes π. Factor
nodes relate to point measurements mp, plane measurements mπ
and patch measurements mτ. As we build every local submap
on its first pose frame, a prior p is added to the first pose.
The factor graph is actually a bipartite graph G = (F ,X, ε)
with three types of nodes: factor nodes fi ∈ F relate the mea-
surements described in previous sections, variable nodes xi ∈ X
represent the variables stored in the state vector, i.e. poses,
points and planes. Edge is used to connect variable nodes with
a factor node. The factor graph G defines the dependence rela-
tionship between factors, variables, and edges. A factorization





Each factor relates some of the variables encoded in the edge.







As we assume that the measurement noise follows Gaussian




||hi(Xi) − zi||2Σ) (30)
where h is a measurement function for one edge. Combine
Equation (29) and (30), we can see that maximize Equation
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||hi(Xi) − zi||2Σ (31)
which is essentially the case defined in our objective function.
Every edge is provided with the corresponding Jacobian ma-
trix, which is the partial derivatives of error function over the
variables. For detailed Jacobian matrix, please refer to Ap-
pendix A.
In our submap generating, a few adjacent keyframes are se-
lected to construct a submap. The first pose of (i+1)-th submap
is the end pose in the i-th submap, i.e., there is one shared
pose between two submaps, which is an important design for
the following submap joining process. In implementation, the
submap generating process is implemented as a stand-alone
thread, which is independent with other threads, such as track-
ing, feature extraction.
3.6.3. Robust kernel function
The least squares estimator is very sensitive to the noise of
the data. If one datum is bad, i.e., outlier, the model will also be
perturbed to fit this datum. There are many techniques to make
the estimator more robust to outliers. In this study, we apply
M-estimator to deal with the outliers and choose Huber as the
robust kernel.
Let ri be the residual of the i-th datum of the objective func-
tion. The standard least-squares method tries to minimize all
the residual errors, that is to say, if the residual of one datum
is large, the influence of that datum will also be large on the
adjustment of the parameters. If the datum is an outlier, the
residual is large, and the whole estimation will be corrupted by
the datum.
The Huber robust defines a kernel function as
ρ =
x2/2 |x| < Thk(|x| − k/2) |x| ≥ Th (32)
where Th is a threshold determined by χ2 methods. The Equa-






ρ(hi(Xi) − zi) (33)
Solving the above equation equals to solving the following iter-





ω(hi(Xi) − zi)||hi(Xi) − zi||2 (34)
where ω(hi(Xi) − zi) is a weight that should be updated with
each iteration.
As we use the Hessian matrix as information matrix in each
processing steps, applying the Huber robust function will de-
stroy the weights of the data source. To solve this problem, the
optimization is run a few iterations with robustifier to identify
the outliers. Then an optimization without robustifier and out-
liers is applied again to obtain the final estimates.
4. Local Submap Joining
The input of this stage is the local submaps built using the ap-
proach described in Section 3. The local submap joining algo-
rithm merges all the local submaps sequentially. The output is a
global map, containing all the poses, the points, the coefficients
of the planes, and the corresponding information matrix. The
major difference between this algorithm and the SLSJF [12] is
that we explore the global structure by associating the planes in
an incremental fashion.
In batch Bundle Adjustment (BA) with a long sequence of
RGB-D images, the algorithm is hard to converge to a high-
quality solution. One reason is that the depth image is very
noisy, as the sensor is a consumer level RGB-D camera. More-
over, wrong data associations of points, patches, and planes also
make it hard to converge to the right solution. In our study, the
motivation is trying to apply plane clues to guide the algorithm
to converge to a good solution. Figure 7 intuitively shows how
this idea works.
The reason why we cannot use plane constraints directly in
batch BA is the camera pose solution drift a lot over the long
sequence of the scan; it is nearly impossible to identify a sin-
gle threshold to associate these planes on different frames un-
der such drift. Figure 7 gives an overview of our submap join-
ing algorithm. The submaps are generated using the algorithm
described in Section 3. The map joining algorithm will join
the submaps one by one, and at the same time, associating
the planes in an incremental way. As the drift between two
submap is small, it is easier to find a plane correspondence in
our method. The associated planes guide the global map to con-
verge to a better solution, as shown in the bottom row of Figure
7. All the submaps will be joined into a single global map in
the last map joining step.
4.1. The state vector in global map
The global map starts from the first local submap and ex-
pands with the fusing of them. After the fusion of 1 to j − 1
local submaps, the global map can be denoted by (X̂Gj−1, I
G
j−1),




j−1 is the cor-
responding information matrix, and the superscript “G” stands
for the global map. The following equation gives the detail of













, XGπ1 , X
G
π2
, ...XGπnπ ) (35)
where XGc are the robot poses, X
G
p are the points and X
G
π are
the plane coefficients. When fusing a local submap into the
global map, the new poses, points, planes in the local submap
are added to the global map as new variables, and the first pose
of the submap, points and planes associated with existing ones
in global map will also be incorporated. The global map will
cover all the features at the end of the fusion stage. As shown
in Figure 8, XGj−1 is the global map from the last fusion, X
L
j
is the current local submap, XGj is the new global map, which
is the fusion result of XLj and X
G
j−1. The colored strip denotes
the variable nodes in the map. The green nodes are the new
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Figure 7: Overview of the submap joining process. The green lines indicate the planes, and the small triangles represent camera poses. The submap joining
procedures help the optimization to converge to a reasonable solution with the help of plane features. XLi denotes the i-th local submap and X
G
j denotes the j-th
global map.
nodes which never exist in the global map, so these nodes are
appended to the new global map as new variable nodes.
4.2. Fusion as a least squares problem
We formulate the fusion of local submap with global map as
a least squares problem, which takes two part of measurements
as input: global map from the previous step and current local
submap to be fused.
For local submap (X̂Lj , I
L
j ), we believe that the estimation of
the poses and features are locally accurate and can be regarded
as a measurement of the true values, with Gaussian noise. The
covariance matrix can be given by the information matrix.
X̂Lj = H j(X
G
j ) + w j (36)
where H j is a transformation function, which transforms the
variables from global frame to current local frame using the
start pose of the local submap, which is the last pose of global






Similarly, the global map (X̂Gj−1, I
G
j−1) can also be regarded as
measurements of the true values of poses and plane coefficients,
with Gaussian noise. The covariance matrix can also be given
by the information matrix, that is
X̂Gj−1 = X
G
j−1 + W j−1 (38)
where W j−1 is the zero-mean Gaussian “observation noise”,




From the above, the fusion of the j-th local submap to the ( j−
1)-th global map can be formulated as a least squares problem,
using all the information from the global and the local submap.
The equation below shows this weighted least squares problem
argmin
XGj





j 	 H j(X
G
j ))









where A j is a matrix that extract corresponding variables from
XGj , which already exist in X̂
G
j−1. In Section 4.3, we will de-
fine the different types of 	 according to variable nodes in the
fusion.
4.3. Definitions of measurement model
The measurements involved in map fusion can be roughly
classified into two types: one is the measurement from global
map XGj−1, and the other is the measurement from current local
submap XLj . Different factor for these measurements and corre-
sponding variables nodes are defined in following equations.
Let f G
R
be the factor between camera pose node in the new
global map XGj and camera pose measurement in the previous
global map XGj−1. Note that the translation part T of the cam-
era pose is just a 3-element vector in Euclidean space, and can
be defined as a normal minus operator, which is similar to the
points factor in Equation (42) and left out here.
f G
R
= R 	 R̂
= log(RT R̂)∧
(40)
where the superscript ∧ means the inverse skew-symmetric op-




be the factor between camera pose node in the new
global map XGj and camera pose measurement in the current
local submap XLj .




One variable node R in this factor is the camera pose associated
with the measurement from local submap, the other variable
node Re is the camera pose associated with the end camera pose
from previous global map XGj−1.
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The factor connecting a point node and the measurements
from global map XGj−1 can be defined as
f Gp = p 	 p̂
= p − p̂
(42)
The factor connecting a point node and the measurements from
local submap XLj can be defined as
f Lp = p 	 (R
e p̂L + T e)
= p − Re p̂L − T e
(43)
In the following part, a measurement model for the plane coeffi-
cients (normal part) will be given. Let matrix A be the result of
function g(u) in Equation (7), and it is composed of two column
vectors α1, α2
A = g(u) = [α1, α2] (44)
From the update equation for the plane normal in Equation (6),
we have
exp((Au)∨)iπn = jπn (45)
A solution of Au in Equation (45) is
Au = arccos(iπn
T jπn)(iπn × jπn) (46)
Let LAu to be the left side of Equation (46), RAu be the right
side.





= α1u1 + α2u2
(47)
RAu = δπn = arccos(iπn
T jπn)(iπn × jπn) (48)
From Equation (47) and Equation (48), we have
α1u1 + α2u2 = δπn (49)
We can see from Equation (7), matrix A is the null space of vec-
tor u, thus the column vectors α1 and α2 are the unit orthogonal
vectors, i.e.
|α1| = |α2| = 1
αT1α2 = 0
(50)
Multiply αT1 to the both sides of Equation (49), and get
u1 = αT1 δπn (51)
Also multiply αT2 to both sides of Equation (49)
u2 = αT2 δπn (52)
Put the above two equations together; we can obtain the factor










T jπn)(iπn × jπn)
(53)
The factor f Lπ connecting the plane node and measurements






Re jπn)(iπn × Re jπn)
(54)
The distance part πd of plane coefficients is in Euclidean space
and can be defined similarly with points definition as Equation
(42) and left out here.
4.3.1. Definitions of jacobian matrix
To solve the map joining algorithm efficiently, Jacobian ma-
trix of every edge in the factor graph should be defined. The
derivatives to points and planes are similar to those described
in Section 3.6, so we only give the detailed derivatives on rota-
tion part of camera poses.
Let eGR be the corresponding edge of factor f
G
R . From Equa-
tion (40) and update equation for S O(3) we have
f GR = log(R
T R̂)∧ = −log(R̂T R)∧
= −log(R̂T exp(ε∨)Rop)∧
(55)
where ε is the incremental vector for the rotation matrix, Rop is
rotation matrix from last state (or iteration), exp(ε∨)Rop is the
update equation for S O(3) Lie Group.
In Lie group, the adjoint function performs the transforma-
tion from a tangent vector from the tangent space around one
element to the tangent space of another [1]. Equation (55) can
be transformed as
f GR = −log(exp(Ad j(R̂
T )ε)∨)R̂T Rop)
= −log(exp((R̂T ε)∨)R̂T Rop)∧
(56)
where Ad j is the adjacent function for S O(3). According to
BCH (Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff) formula [1], we can get the
BCH approximations for f GR using only the left Jacobian
f GR = −(Jl(ψ2)
−1ψ1 + ψ2) (57)
where
ψ1 = R̂T ε
ψ2 = log(R̂T Rop)∧
(58)
As ε is the small incremental vector for the update, ψ1 should





The edge eLR of factor f
L
R can be derived similarly by applying
BCH on S O(3) and left out here. The Jacobian matrix is com-




Data association in map joining algorithm is a process of
tracking features in a current local submap with those in global
map of the last step. Data association is a crucial step as false
positive associations make wrong observations, and add false
factor nodes in the graph, which can not be detected and marked
as outliers easily in further optimizations. In our methods, we
propose an appropriate data association for point and plane fea-
tures in map joining. An overview of the data association in
map joining is shown in Figure 8. Details about point and plane
features association will be illustrated in detail in the following
part.
Algorithm 3: Find point feature correspondence be-
tween global map and local submap in map joining
Input: A set of point features in local submap ζLp ; A set
of point features in global map ζGp ; The end pose
Re in global map XGj−1
Output: A point correspondences matrix CLGp from
local and global map; A set of new points from
local submap ζLp′
Transform points ζGp from global to local frame using
Re, resulting in points set LζGp
foreach Fi in local submap XLj do
Compute a frustum for Fi
end
Filter out points that don’t lie in any frustums of XLj .
Add the remaining points to ζ̄Gp
Project ζ̄Gp to each Fi image space
foreach pLi in X
L
j do
Choose n′p points from ζ̄
G
p in image space




Assign the minimal distance to Dmin, and the second
minimal distance to Dsec
if Dmin < αDsec then
Add pLi and the corresponding point with
minimal distance to CLGp
else





In every keyframe Fi, a viewing frustum is generated using
pinhole model. As the depth camera can only work in a limited
depth range [Lmin, Lmax], the view frustum is bounded by this
extent. In point feature association, every point in current local
map tries to find a correspondence in global map. The number
of point features in global map is substantial, so it is not wise to
compare each pair of point features. We can safely assume that
most of the correspondence is inside frustums of keyframes in
the local submap. We first transform the global points to local
frame and filter out points that do not lie in any frustums of the
local map, as described in Algorithm 3. Then visual feature
descriptors are used to do the point feature matching, which is
a standard solution for visual feature tracking.
The data association described in Algorithm 4 is applied to
find the plane correspondences between local and global map.
Let πG be a plane feature in the global map, PG be the corre-
sponding covariance matrix. Let πL be the plane feature in local
submap, PL be the corresponding covariance matrix. The plane
feature in global map πG is transformed to local frame of the
current local submap π̄G using
π̄G = H(πG,Te) (60)
where H is a transformation function, Te (“e” stands for end
pose in global map) is the end pose of global map XGj−1. Func-
tion H transforms plane coefficients πG from the global frame
to the local frame using the end pose TGe . In transformation, the
normal part πn and distance part πd of a plane are transformed
separately.
H(πG,Te) = ((Re)−1πGn ,Ten
G + πGd ) (61)




e = {Re,Te}. The Mahalanobis distance
is defined to measure the distance from the two planes in the
same coordinates.
DLGπ = (π̄
G 	 πL)T (PG + PL)−1(π̄G 	 πL) (62)
Thus a proper threshold value Tπ can be selected based on χ2
distribution, such that the null hypothesis that the two features
are the same one is not rejected under some confidence level.
This procedure is repeated at every iteration.
5. Experiments and Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate our proposed algorithm using a
series of experiments designed to test the performance of both
camera pose estimation and 3D reconstruction. Comparisons
are made with state-of-art methods. The following part de-
scribes the datasets, the performance comparisons, quantita-
tive evaluations of the camera pose trajectory and qualitative
evaluations of the reconstructed scenes. The proposed 3D re-
construction algorithm is implemented using C/C++ under the
framework of ROS (Robot Operating System) [22] in Linux,
and all the experiments are executed on a laptop with an Intel
Core i5-6300, 2.30GHz and 8G RAM. There are three paral-
lel threads in the system: tracking using point features, local
submap building, and loop closure. The parameters are set as
follows: Wp = 1,Wτ = 1,Wπ = 2, sgrid = 20(pixels).
5.1. Datasets and evaluation metric
Three publicly available datasets are used in the assessments:
ICL-NUIM synthetic scenes [8], Princeton University SUN3D
dataset [33] and TUM datasets [29]. TUM dataset is a large
RGB-D dataset containing RGB-D videos and ground-truth
data with the goal to establish a benchmark for the evaluation
of SLAM and SFM systems. The RGB-D video contains the
color and depth images from a Microsoft Kinect sensor with the
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Figure 8: Data associations in submap joining process. The features in the new global map XGj come from three sources: features from only previous global map
XGj−1; features from only current local submap X
L





Algorithm 4: Find plane correspondence between
global map and local submap in map joining
Input: A set of planes in local submap ζLπ ; A set of
planes in global map ζGπ ; The end pose Re in
global map XGj−1
Output: A plane correspondences matrix CLGπ between
local and global map; The set of new planes
from local submap ζLπ′
foreach πGi in ζ
G
π do
Transform πGi from global to local frame by
applying Equation (60)
Add transformed plane LπGi to set
LζGπ
end
foreach πLi in ζ
L
π do
Compute Mahalanobis distances between πLi and
LπGj in
LζGπ
Assign the minimal distance toDπmin
if Dπmin < Tπ then
Add πLi and the corresponding plane withDmin
to CLGπ
else





ground-truth trajectory of the sensor. The videos were recorded
at full frame rate (30HZ). The ground truth poses of the sen-
sor were obtained from a high-accuracy (relative to the sensor
measurement accuracy) motion-capture system with eight high-
speed tracking cameras with a higher frame rate (100HZ).
The ICL-NUIM dataset contains synthetic scenes of a liv-
ing room and an office room. In the creation of the dataset,
the Kintinuous algorithm [31] is first used to scan the room and
build a 3D surface of the scene, and then synthetic camera poses
are simulated in the 3D model using ray casting. Some artifi-
cial noise is added to the observations aiming at evaluating the
robustness of SLAM and 3D reconstruction algorithms.
Another popular public RGB-D dataset is SUN3D [33]. It
contains a set of 415 RGB-D videos captured with an ASUS
Xtion PRO LIVE sensor in a hand-held way. The greatest fea-
ture of this dataset is that it include large varieties of challeng-
ing scenes. One video usually covers the whole level or multi
rooms, which is quite difficult for most of the 3D reconstruc-
tion algorithms. As the operators move quite fast with random
paces, many images in the dataset are blurred (or skewed) and
the depth images are noisy. Though ground truth camera poses
are not available in the SUN3D dataset, it provides the distinct,
complete geometric structure that can be used to compare the
reconstructed surfaces in qualitative comparisons.
To validate our methods further, we collect a dataset using a
Kinect sensor mounted on our robot platform. The details of
the scene will be described in Section 5.2.
The evaluation metric is borrowed from [29], which is based
on a modified version of Hon’s approach [11]. First, the corre-
spondence of camera poses is determined using the timestamp
in both trajectories. Second, a rotation and translation matrix
is computed through singular value decomposition. The rota-
tion and translation matrix is then applied on every poses in the
estimated trajectory. The transformed poses are then compared
with those of the ground truth trajectory in terms of translation
error. An RMSE (Root-Mean-Square Error) is then computed






where ei is error of the estimated i-th pose, nc is the number of
camera poses.
5.2. Methods compared
The proposed methods are compared with other state-of-art
RGB-D SLAM [13, 5, 18, 31, 4, 27] and SFM methods [33].
These methods are chosen because: 1) The methods utilize var-
ious information, such as direct tracking on all pixels, virtual
scans from the model, planes as landmarks. 2) Both online and
offline methods are included. As our work target a near real-
time algorithm, it is necessary to compare with other online
methods. At the same time, we use extra planes as constraints
aiming to get a high-quality 3D model. The performance can
be illustrated with comparisons to offline SFM algorithms.
Quantitative Comparisons In this section, we compare the
proposed methods with alternative methods on datasets from
TUM and ICL-NUIM, as they provide the ground truth cam-
era pose trajectory. Trajectory accuracy is an important aspect
of SLAM and SFM algorithm, the environment (represented by
features) are linked to the trajectory. If the trajectory is not ac-
curate, the map will also be incorrect. All the methods are eval-
uated on different datasets using the recommended parameters
or parameters from the published papers.
Table 2 shows the comparison result. In the video sequence
lrkt0, there are many planes (walls) in the scenes, and our
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method benefits most. The extracted patches can refine the lo-
cal map building, and the planes can guide the algorithm con-
verges. However in the sequence of f r3/o f f ice, the scene was
collected in clustered environments, and there are rarely planes.
Our methods explore the plane constraints in an elaborate
way, and utilize patches refining the relative poses, based on the
initial result of point features. The camera poses are improved
compared with other alternative methods.
Qualitative Comparisons To evaluate the 3D reconstruction
performance of our approach we compared the global map with
the output of other state-of-art methods. As shown in Figure
9a, in the output of batch BA of [33], which does not use any
plane information, there is a gap between two walls. We evalu-
ated our approach on the same dataset [8], it can be seen from
Figure 9b that the global structure is well reconstructed. Figure
9c and Figure 9d show more details of the two models, demon-
strating the remarkable improvements of our method. It is quite
straightforward to see that the plane constraints help a lot in the
refinement of the details. The ceiling will not be fitted together
(as one plane) if the constraints of plane are not incorporated in
our algorithm. Generally speaking, the walls around the room,
the floor and the ceiling provide important clues for the 3D re-
construction, but many methods ignored this information or the
planes are not made full use.
We also compared with some state-of-art real-time RGB-D
SLAM. It is a little unfair as the real-time application have some
trade-off between accuracy and efficiency. However our method
also runs in a near real-time fashion, the local map building pro-
cess is a parallel thread with the tracking process. In sceneries
like this, the local map building may delay with half minute on
our laptop. Figure 10a shows the result of Kintinuous [31] on
the dataset from SUN3D [33], which was captured along a long
corridor. Kintinuous failed on this challenging scene because
of tracking errors. Elastic Fusion [32] performs well on most
of the dataset, but also drifts near the end of the corridor, as
shown in Figure 10b. Figure 10c shows the output of our meth-
ods. In this case, the patches and planes from the floor in the
scene guide our optimization to converge to a solution that fits
the planes from different frames of the RGB-D video.
We also validated the proposed methods on our robot plat-
form. A Kinect is mounted on the robot and it traversed through
two rounds on our Engineering Building located at the Univer-
sity of Technology, Sydney. A total of 1670 RGB-D image
pairs are logged along with the corridor. No other sensor data
are logged in our experiments. The corridor is about 25m long.
As Figure 11 shows the reconstructed surface is fitted well to
the long corridor.
Figure 12 shows a series of experiments on typical scenes
from the SUN3D dataset. Theses scenes cover a single room or
multi rooms. The planes (walls) in these scenes gives the over-
all structure for the environment. The result from [33] shows
that it is not easy to recover the structure of the scene if only
point features and point matches are utilized, as the point fea-
ture measurements from depth image are noisy and the uncer-
tainty is too hard to deal with. They achieve good local align-
ments but in some cases, it fails to recover the structure. It
takes hours for [33] to process a single sequence of the video,
as it compares each pair of images to find more links between
frames. Our method takes about ten minutes to process one
sequence of the dataset.
The rightmost column of Figure 12 shows the models of our
3D reconstruction results. Our method overcome the large-
scale drift over long sequence, as shown in Figure 12(a). From
the view of “point features”, these scans indeed cover long se-
quences, and the algorithm will drift as the scene become larger
and larger. However, for the plane features, we can always ob-
serve some common feature from different frames, for example,
one wall is observed by many scans in each dataset. That’s why
our methods can deal with the drift but [33] suffer from it.
The middle column of Figure 12 shows the detail comparison
of the two methods. The patches in adjacent keyframes refine
the results from point features. As an added benefit, the patches
are less noisy; they can help to identify points with large un-
certainty using robust kernels. These points can be deleted or
assigned to large variance values.
5.3. Efficiency analysis of the proposed method
In traditional batch BA, all the information are incorporated
(computed) at each iteration, which is very costly for large
dataset. Our proposed method improved this by reducing the
number of terms in the cost function significantly.
As shown in Table 3, the number of terms in objective func-
tions are calculated both in traditional batch BA and the pro-
posed method. The objective functions are separated by terms
related to poses, points, patches and planes, and a total number
of the terms are given in the rightmost column.
In Table 3, the parameter nc is the number of cameras, np is
the number of points, np′ is the mean observations of each point,
nτ′ is the mean number of corresponding patches between two
camera poses, nπ is the number of planes and nτ′′ is the mean
number of patches on each plane. In most of our experiments,
nτ′ is around 100, nτ′′ is around 40.
In traditional BA, the number of pose terms equals to zero,
as the number is counted on the points term, and one point is
observed by one pose at a time. The patches term are involved
over the whole sequence of the poses, which is the most com-
putational extensive part. Moreover, the patch correspondence
relationship between each adjacent poses should be updated af-
ter each iteration as the relative poses may be adjusted during
state vector update.
However, in our proposed submap joining based methods,
these patches are only included in the submap generating,
where only several poses exist. The patches are not regarded as
variables in state vector, and they will not appear in the submap
joining process. Note that this does not mean the information
about patches are missing during submap joining, on the con-
trary, the information about patches is included in the informa-
tion matrix in the output of a submap. The information matrix
will be later incorporated into global map in the joining process.
Similarly, the relationship between planes and patches also
requires a lot of computation resources. In BA, every plane
should be registered with the associated patches. In the pro-
















lr kt0 0.104 0.026 0.204 0.072 N/A 0.246 0.019
fr1/desk 0.021 0.026 0.043 0.037 0.023 N/A 0.024
fr3/office 0.035 0.032 0.042 0.030 0.027 N/A 0.028
Table 2: The RMSE of the absolute trajectory error (m) of our algorithm in comparison to previous methods on ICL-NUIM and TUM datasets.
Methods Poses Points Patches Planes In total
Traditional BA 0 3npnp′ 2ncnτ′ nπ ∗ nτ′′ 3npnp′ + 2ncnτ′ + nπnτ′′
Proposed 6nc 3np 0 4nπ 6nc + 3np + 4nπ
Table 3: Comparison of number of terms in objective functions in batch BA and our map joining method
the submap generating procedure. In submap joining, the plane
comes with four variables and associated information matrix,
which contains the information about the relationship between
patches. In total, the proposed methods can achieve 2 to 5 HZ
processing rate.
6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we present a submap based 3D reconstruction
algorithm using points and planes as features. We demonstrate
that visual point features suffer from the noise of the depth im-
age, however, the plane features are more stable. The proposed
algorithm takes advantage of planes in structured indoor scenes,
thus can be used to build a high-quality 3D model. The algo-
rithm is very efficient as it applied submap joining technique,
which restricts the most computation extensive part within each
local submap. We formulate a novel and effective plane pa-
rameterization on manifold, which shows better convergence
properties in the experiments. In submap generating, the algo-
rithm utilizes points, patches, and planes. Patches and planes
are more resistant to the depth measurements noise and can
produce a more accurate submap than using only points. The
global structure is gradually recovered by joining new submaps,
which introduces a novel way to deal with plane associations
and shows to be more efficient than the hierarchical style plane
utilization. The experiments demonstrate that the 3D models
produced by our algorithm are much better than the state-of-art
RGB-D SLAM algorithms and SFM algorithms, and our algo-
rithm is more efficient than offline SFM reconstruction.
In the future, we will improve the algorithm so that it can
robustly handle large scenarios with dynamic objects. We will
also extend the work to environments with non-planar regions
and common objects, such as chairs and desks. The active per-
ception for robust RGB-D SLAM in dynamic environments is
also our future research topic.
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Appendix A. Jacobian matrix in submap generating
In this part, we will derive the different types of Jacobian
matrix involved in submap generating.
For an edge eTp connecting point feature p and pose T =
[R,T ]. For simplicity, we leave out the subscript frame ID l
and points ID i. Let pL = (X,Y,Z)T be the point in local frame
pL = Rp + T (A.1)




= −(Rp)∨ ∈ R3×3
∂pL
∂T
= I ∈ R3×3
∂pL
∂p
= R ∈ R3×3
(A.2)
According to the projection function defined in Equation (22),
the final partial derivatives can be easily derived by applying
the chain rule.
The variable nodes connected by a patch-to-patch edge eττ are
the only camera poses, as the patch coefficients are regarded
as constants in Equation (23). The following equations give
the Jacobian matrix of eττ over the two camera poses. Only the




= −((T l)T − (τl+1a,i )

















For the edge eτπ that connecting plane nodes and camera pose
nodes via patches, the variables are the planes coefficients, and
camera poses, but the measurements are from patches, as de-
fined in Equation (24). The Jacobian matrix of this edge can be
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(a) A model from Bundle Adjustment of [33] (b) A model from our method
(c) Details of model by [33] (d) Details of the our model
Figure 9: 3D reconstruction comparison on dataset ICL-NUIM: (a) The reconstructed model of batched BA from [33]. (b) The reconstructed model of proposed
methods. (c) Some details from (a). (d) Some details from (b).
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Figure 12: Comparison with traditional BA methods [33] on some publicly dataset from SUN3D. The first column shows the 3D reconstructed model from [33],
the rightmost column present the 3D model from ours, the middle column compares the details (or different perspectives) from both models. (a) Hotel sf dataset.
(b) Hotel std dataset. (c) Home md dataset. (d) Home ac dataset.
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